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Goulet, Morgan (OHHS)

From: Gareau, Lauren (RIDOH - Contractor)
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 11:07 AM
To: Gareau, Lauren (RIDOH - Contractor)
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] : Re: Flavor ban for vaping - diprete comment

 
 

From: DOLORES DIPRETE <d0054blondie@cox.net>  
Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 6:19 PM 
To: Pullano, Paula (RIDOH) <Paula.Pullano@health.ri.gov> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] : Re: Flavor ban for vaping 
 

Dear Ms. Pullano and Mrs. Raimondo,  

   I quit smoking cigarettes 2 1/2 years ago thanks to vaping. A friend kept after me to quit smoking and try vaping. This 
friend introduced me to a vape shop and I was able to try all kinds of flavors and I was hooked! I transitioned to vaping 
with the flavors and was able to quit cigarettes. My health is better, I am saving money, my doctor says my lungs sound 
better and my house, car and clothes no longer smell! The taste of flavored vape juice is the reason I won't be picking up 
cigarettes ever again. 

   I am an adult and I feel it is my right to vape as opposed to cigarettes. I know so many people who vape instead of 
smoking, but a lot of them have gone back to cigarettes thanks to this ban, not to mention all the vape shops and their 
employees who were abruptly put out of work. 

  This ban is pushing people to buy products from illegal places and people, and that is where the health problems come 
in, not reputable sources. In fact, I would like to see all these products sold right next to cigarettes so more people 
would be exposed to them and have a choice. How could alcohol and cigarettes be sold so freely, yet vaping, which is 
99% less hazardous than smoking, be virtually eliminated with this flavor ban? I hope you will consider my point of view.  

Sincerely, 

Dolores A. DiPrete 


